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Abstract: Management agencies have claimed that the recovery and public hunting of wolves is based in science. A review of their statistics demonstrated that data collection methods did not follow a scientific protocol which resulted in flawed and often incorrect data. Consequently, agencies do not know the total number of wolves in Montana, a major reference point used by wolf managers. Therefore, the quotas proposed for public wolf hunts are completely arbitrary, and management decisions in general have not been based on facts. This has produced a wolf management system that lacks scientific perspective and does not utilize what is known about the wolves’ role in sustaining healthy ecosystems. Instead, the absence of verifiable data suggests that management decisions are often based on opinion and politics rather than science.
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Introduction
Wolf packs in Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming, have been subject to wolf recovery: a complex and convoluted social-political process in which the wolves must contend with some negative public opinions as well as official management, which now includes annual wolf hunts by the public. Wolf recovery began in 1974 with the passage of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) (U. S. Congress 1973). The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) was designated as the federal agency responsible for defining which species are endangered, placing them on the Endangered Species List, and eventually recover their numbers so that federal protection is no longer necessary. In May 2009, the USFWS determined that wolf populations in Montana and Idaho had recovered enough to remove them from the list (Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 2009). The responsibilities of wolf management then shifted to state agencies. Wolves in Montana fell under the jurisdiction of Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks (FWP), and by fall 2009 both Montana and Idaho had begun an annual hunting season to augment their current management techniques. Because Wyoming had not yet submitted a comprehensive management plan to the federal government, wolves in this state remained on the Endangered Species List. This eventually led to a legal dilemma.

On August 5, 2010, U.S. District Judge Donald Molloy of Missoula, Montana, ruled that the USFWS could not delist wolves in only two of the three wolf recovery states (U. S. District Court 2010). Wolves must be listed as endangered or not endangered in all three states simultaneously. Therefore, wolves in Montana and Idaho were again placed on the Endangered Species List, which cancelled the fall 2010 hunt in both states.

Near the end of 2010, Montana Congressman Denny Rehberg, who had been up for reelection in November, introduced legislation to amend the ESA and prohibit the classification of wolves as either endangered or threatened (U. S. Congress 2010). The ESA is considered one of the strongest pieces of environmental legislation, because species are designated as threatened or endangered based on science rather than politics (U. S. Congress 1973, Raven and Berg 2004). Rehberg’s bill contradicted this premise and catered instead to a region of the United States where a vocal minority is intolerant of wolves (Switalski et al. 2002).

Montana senators Max Baucus and Jon Tester also introduced legislation to remove wolves from ESA protection. Ultimately, Tester provided a rider to the 2011 federal budget bill that called for the delisting of wolves, and was passed by Congress in April (Federal Register 2011). Unlike past delisting rules, however, this Congressional action prevents judicial review of the new ruling, even though wolves have little to do with the nation’s budget. However, wolf management must still comply with federal guidelines to ensure that each state (Montana, Idaho, Wyoming) maintain a population level of at least 100 wolves and 10 breeding pairs, along with two other contingencies, or wolves could again be placed back on the Endangered Species List (Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 2011). FWP will begin the fall 2011 public wolf hunt on September 3 with a quota of 220 wolves (Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 2011a), but out of how many?

Each year a summary of the wolf recovery process is published in the USFWS Annual Reports,
the only source of wolf numbers and population trends in each of the three recovery states. To determine the effects public hunts have on wolf populations and how they should be managed, the accuracy of these numbers is critical. For example, Cread and Rotella (2010) found that both hunting and management produced a super-additive increase in total wolf mortality, even at low rates of harvest, and lower than the 220 wolves currently planned. This quota is based on how many total wolves are thought to inhabit Montana. After I reviewed the data, it appears this number remains unknown. Nevertheless, FWP has stated that wolf hunts are based in science (Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 2010a, Kent Laudon, Wolf Management Specialist, FWP, 2 Sep 10, personal communication). Using such techniques has produced information that is inaccurate and questionable, which can be seen in the annual reports. Table 1 summarizes population numbers from 2002 through the present, along with factors that remove wolves from the population (Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 1999 - 2010). As reported, human activity is the greatest cause of wolf mortality.

Populations are dynamic and change over time. This involves four components: births, deaths, immigration, and emigration. The overall equation is represented as: growth rate = (i - e) + (b - d) (Raven and Berg 2004). In 2009, for example, 804 wolves apparently existed in the wolf population (Table 1), but not all at once. As some were born or joined the population from other places (immigration), others died or left the population, i.e., dispersed (emigration). The wolves remaining in December are viewed as a “working” number by management agencies and represent the minimum number of wolves for that year (Kent Laudon, Wolf Management Specialist, FWP, 6 Aug 10, personal communication). Using these concepts, the government’s data provide a partial pathway that follows the changing number of wolves throughout the year (Figure 1).

In the middle graph, 497 wolves represent the minimum number at the beginning of 2009. This is the end of the year total (December) for 2008. The population changed, however, throughout the year. For various reasons (Table 1), 280 wolves were removed, which dropped the population to 217 animals. However, FWP claims that 307 wolves were added to the population to reach the December total of 524 wolves (524 - 217 = 307), through births and immigration. Although immigration data were not provided, the number of births reported was 166, so 141 wolves must have immigrated into the population from out of state or Canada (307 - 166 = 141).

Because wolves are constantly on the move (Mallonee 2008), immigration numbers are virtually impossible to collect and are missing from the annual reports. Even emigration numbers are based on only a few radio collared wolves and undoubtedly are not representative of the entire population. Regardless, wolves that have dispersed from their own packs do not necessarily immigrate to other states, but instead may join another pack within their home state (Mech and Boitani 2003). For example, the total number of dispersed wolves reported for Wyoming and Idaho in 2009 was 17 (Sime et al. 2010), and an additional 31 wolves were reported as missing. Even if added together, there would have been a potential of only 48 wolves leaving both states. It would be incorrect to assume they had all immigrated to Montana and stayed. Therefore, 141 seems like an astounding number of wolves to have joined the Montana wolf population in only one year. Where did they come from? This
number makes no sense because there are no verifiable data to demonstrate its validity. Given how FWP presents their data, the only way to know that 141 wolves were added to the 2009 population would be to perform the calculations represented in Figure 1. In practice, FWP apparently does not do this math, nor is there a category to report immigration data. The numbers for 2008 and 2010 show the same trend.

In reality, all four components of population growth (births, deaths, immigration, emigration) would need to be known for an accurate assessment of wolf population numbers. However, emigration is a guess and immigration is completely unknown. Together, they are half of the equation to determine the total number of wolves, either throughout the year or by December. There is no justification at all as to where the extra 141 wolves came from. This number is just assumed in the annual report. The population numbers provided by FWP simply do not add up and the number provided for the total number of wolves is blatantly wrong. This matches well with how the majority of data are collected: opportunistic and without scientific protocol. Therefore, the hunting quotas are completely arbitrary, and to claim that wolf hunts are based in science is a falsehood. Because the total number of wolves is unknown, by default other management decisions are also flawed. FWP’s data appear to suffer from the same problems as past studies that have attempted to assess wolf populations in which pup mortality rates, dispersal, immigration, and other key factors remained virtually unknown (Fuller et al. 2003).

Livestock depredation

Depredation is the term used by biologists when predators kill domesticated livestock rather than their natural prey. In 2009, 97 cattle were lost to wolves (Sime et al. 2010). Government statistics show that 2.6 million cattle, including calves, live in Montana (U. S. Department of Agriculture 2007, 2009). Ninety-seven out of 2.6 million is only 0.004 percent. To be fair, these cattle are not evenly distributed across the landscape. Western Montana, where the wolves live, has fewer cattle than on the east side of the state. As of 2009, there were 494,100 cattle (U. S. Department of Agriculture 2009). However, only 97 of these animals were killed by wolves, or 0.02 percent of the western cattle population. Similar low percentages apply to sheep. There were approximately 33,000 sheep, including lambs, in western Montana in 2009 (U. S. Department of Agriculture 2009). Wolves were documented to have killed 202 of these animals or 0.6 percent (Sime et al. 2010). In 2009, therefore, wolves were responsible for about 0.06 percent of total livestock loss. Undoubtedly there have been other depredations by wolves that could not be confirmed by government biologists or ranchers. The number remains unknown, however (Sime et al. 2007). Even if 1,000 cattle were reported for 2009, this would only be 0.2 percent or less of the cattle in western Montana killed by wolves.

Statistically, the wolf depredation “problem” barely exists. Socially and economically, however, those who lost their cattle would likely disagree. There is nothing “statistical” about suffering a real financial loss, sometimes thousands of dollars, often accompanied by a range of emotions. However, some ranchers have prevented problems by using clean ranching practices: disposing of placentas during the birthing season or placing pregnant livestock into a smaller area where they can be observed. Although some ranchers have lost livestock to wolves, the statistics do not show how many animals they had to begin with. Losing 9 out of a 1,000 animals would be quite different from 9 out of 10 animals.

Despite the statistics, FWP insists that a hunting season is necessary to help prevent livestock losses to wolves (Sime et al. 2007). However, the vast majority of wolf packs have not depredated on livestock (Bangs et al. 2005). When depredations have occurred, non-lethal methods have worked well to deter wolves from killing livestock, although 10 - 12 percent of the wolf population were removed annually to prevent repeated attacks (Sime et al. 2007). It appears that some wolf management is necessary, but annual hunts remain unjustified.

Threat to prey populations

The “potential” threat to prey populations, specifically elk, has been used as another reason to kill additional wolves each year (Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 2010). However, no data are available to support this contention. In Montana, prey population numbers are not measured annually. So from year to year, as population numbers vary, it remains unknown how many deer, elk, and moose are really in the environment. However, some estimates are available for white-tailed deer, elk, and mule deer (Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 2007, 2008, 2008a).

In northwest Montana, no relevant research has been conducted to determine the effects wolves have on wild prey populations (Kent Laudon, Wolf Management Specialist, FWP, 30 Jul 10 personal communication). Some elk populations, however, have been studied in southwest Montana and Yellowstone National Park. This research concluded that wolves at best had mixed impacts on these herds: some declined, some increased (southwestern Montana), and others showed little or no effect from wolves (Hamlin and Cunningham 2009, Sime et al. 2009). Many other factors, such as weather and predation by grizzly bears...
and other animals, also affect total elk population numbers (Mech et al. 2001).

There is still no scientific consensus on how wolf predation influences prey population dynamics anywhere, currently or in the past (Mech and Peterson 2003). This is because of unpredictable environmental conditions, such as colder than normal winters, heat spells, disease, predation effects of other predators, and the interactions among all species in the environment which science does not yet fully understand. Therefore, without research in specific areas, such as the elk studies, the influence of wolves remains unknown.

2009 wolf hunt and the lack of science

On their website, FWP posted the summary of the 2009 wolf hunt in Montana (Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 2010a). It summarizes how wolf recovery in Montana works and the lack of science involved, both in thought and practice. Key statements point this out:

There were no biological red flags in the harvest.

Out of 72 wolves killed, 61 percent were subadults. Subadults are the future of wolf packs, both reproductively and socially (Mech and Boitani 2003). Killing mostly these age groups provides fewer wolves to replace those that will die or leave the pack during the year. Juveniles and yearlings are also still learning social skills and their place in the pack (Packard 2003), which may cause disruption of family units and the ability of the pack as a whole to fend for itself, i.e., hunting effectively. For example, human-caused mortality for wolves outside of Algonquin Park, Canada, was found to affect the evolution of important social patterns for wolf packs inside the protected park (Rutledge et al. 2009). This research demonstrated the need to consider the effects of hunting on social behavior as well as population numbers. Killing mostly the young of virtually any mammalian population would potentially cause the greatest influence on future population levels, ranging from slow population recovery to social and genetic effects (Raven and Berg 2004). Creel and Rotella (2010) demonstrated that human hunting of wolves caused a super-additive increase in wolf mortality, meaning additional wolves died as a result of human harvest than only those that were shot and killed directly. This contradicts the conventional belief by some management agencies, such as FWP, that wolf populations can sustain a high mortality rate of 30 percent or more, no matter the cause (Kent Laudon, Wolf Management Specialist, FWP, 20 Sep 10, personal communication).

Hunters report seeing wolves while hunting deer and elk, and it appears that they are able to detect wolves in their relative degrees of abundance on the western Montana landscape. Therefore knowledge about deer and elk hunter effort and success will provide important insight into future wolf harvest management.

Apparently FWP uses opportunistic data collection as a basis for management policy. They obtain “data” from the people who paid for the opportunity to kill wolves. Impressions about wolf abundance from hunters is not science. There are no controls in the data collection, the hunters’ ability to detect relative degrees of abundance were never tested, and hunters do not necessarily like wolves, given the fact they want to kill them. Plus, the hunters’ expertise of identifying wolf from coyote under field conditions, especially at a distance, was never evaluated. Therefore the data have great potential for bias.

Wolf hunter harvest decreased the size of individual packs by one to four wolves just ahead of the February 2010 breeding season. But even so, the level of hunter harvest combined with all other mortality in 2009 will not harm Montana’s wolf population.

To state with any certainty that hunting will not harm the wolf population would require a follow up study of any affects the killing had on wolf packs. By default, hunting wolves harms their population. That is the point of hunting them, to cut back on their numbers. The fact that FWP wanted to increase the 2010 wolf hunt to 186 wolves before it was cancelled indicates that no follow up study was planned. Even so, there are no baseline data to use as comparison on general wolf behavior and pack structure before the hunt occurred.

Total license revenue was $325,916.

Before wolf hunting seasons, wolf management officials often killed problem wolves. Yet, according to Sime et al. (2007), “Removal results in a cycle of wolf colonization, depredation, and wolf removal that repeats itself.” Thus, the killing of wolves can continue in a cyclic manner in certain places. By using a hunting season, however, FWP can adjust wolf quotas in areas where depredations may be a consistent problem for that year (Kent Laudon, Wolf Management Specialist, FWP, 17 Sep 10, personal communication) and the state receives revenue from hunting fees and permits. Now hunters can do the job instead, but without making the distinction between the “problem” wolves, of which there are few, and all the others. The state of Montana made $325,916 in a hunting season that lasted only 23 days, or about $99,000 per week. The hunting summary states that
“hunter harvest did not appear to accelerate or contribute to livestock conflicts.” Apparently, hunting wolves had no affect on any existing “conflicts,” according to FWP data. So why hunt them?

Summary and conclusions
Throughout their 15 month tenure of officially managing wolves, before they were placed back on the Endangered Species List, FWP posted policy information on their website and made the following statement:

FWP considers wolves as its does all other wildlife species it is charged to conserve and manage. An annual, regulated, well planned, and science-based hunt serves as one tool among many for Montana to use to conserve, manage and maintain a wild wolf population that's in balance with its habitat, other wildlife, and the people who live in Montana (Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 2010).

To claim that wolf management and hunting will “maintain a wild wolf population that’s in balance with its habitat, other wildlife, and the people who live in Montana” is without merit. Wolves are not hunted for meat and consumed. Wolves are killed mostly out of fear, hatred, and a perceived competition for the other animals that we do eat (Lopez 1978, Mallonee unpublished data). Research has revealed the complex social nature of these animals, their intelligence, how they work together as a group to survive, and the pervasive influence they have on their surrounding environment (Mech and Boitani 2003, Hebblewhite et al. 2005, Mallonee 2008, Mallonee 2010, Estes et al. 2011). When pushed to their physical and psychological limits, they can also suffer emotional disorders similar to those observed in humans (Mallonee and Joslin 2004). Wolf packs are a process in which all members participate (Mech and Boitani 2003, Mallonee 2008), and these processes are linked in geographic regions to form networks (Miklosi 2007). Such a widespread social system cannot be managed, at least in the traditional sense. Hunts cause harm to wolf populations by removing a large number of individuals in a short time and disrupting regional population networks, which already help to control wolf numbers (Packard and Mech 1980, Miklosi 2007, Rutledge et al. 2009). This in turn has contributed to the trophic downgrading of ecosystems globally, as a result of predator loss and manipulation (Estes et al. 2011). Consequently, several concerns about hunting wolves and management need to be addressed by FWP:

1. The scientific method was not used during data collection which makes management decisions based on this information highly questionable.

2. There is no accountability for the repercussions of management decisions, such as killing wolves without proper scientific assessment.

3. There appears to be no quality control of the data which makes FWP seem as if they do not understand or are unaware of what their numbers say.

4. Wolves are managed without regard to their top-down influence throughout ecosystems by ignoring other areas of science, such as animal behavior, emotions, intelligence, interactions among life forms, and some basic ecological principles. Although some management may be necessary, hunting wolves remains scientifically unjustified.

5. When the state of Montana created revenue by killing its own wolves, hunting them became a self-serving process, as with the hunting of all managed wildlife. Hunting wolves can save the state money by reducing costs, creating revenue, and collecting opportunistic data from hunters. Therefore, money and convenience are some of the reasons to hunt wolves, which implies conflict of interest, especially when no scientific protocols were followed.

6. The actions of FWP bring up the moral issue of how a government agency can use flawed data to make management decisions, kill hundreds of wolves, and be allowed to do so.

Possible solutions
It appears that the basis of management problems stems from a lack of general knowledge about wolf behavior, an insufficient understanding of the scientific method, commercial interests, and using only 5 Wolf Management Specialists to collect all of the wolf information in the state. These setbacks can lead to the conclusion that wolf management is more of a social issue than a biological one, and tends to be guided by opinion and politics rather than science. Until the current management paradigm changes to include the full range of what science knows about wolves and collect data using the scientific method, accurate management decisions seem unlikely. Some possible solutions are:

1. Most wolf packs do not depredate on livestock, nor is there any evidence that prey populations are decimated by wolves. Instead of hunting all wolves statewide, manage the known problems locally, such as
the occasional depredation or concerns for specific prey herds.

2. To correct how science is used in wolf management would require a new view of wolves, one based in reality. These animals are constantly on the move and live in forests, which makes data collection problematic. Unless the wolves are radio collared, of which there are few, the only way to document their presence is by prints, scat, and vocalizations. This ground-based fieldwork is not practical for only 5 people. Nevertheless, these are accurate techniques to assess the total number of wolves in each pack and eventually the state. Therefore, additional specialists would need to be hired, all of whom are trained in science, research (data collection methods), and wolf behavior. Even top officials should be familiar with these concepts. To reduce costs, each of these specialists could use temporary assistants, such as volunteers or students, and by far more than is currently being done. Collectively, a statewide network of trained people could provide accurate information about Montana’s wolf population.

For 14 years I taught wolf survey classes for several major universities, and we collected data for the USFWS and the U. S. Forest Service. One person or class can collect a huge amount of information in a short time, at least in one area. However, obtaining quality data about wolves is tedious and time consuming. There is no way to avoid this reality. Nevertheless, it can be done properly if the scientific method is applied, which provides strict protocols to guide how data is collected. Perhaps a statewide survey program could be implemented in which people pay for the opportunity to collect wolf data with the experts, rather than a hunting season that may not be a necessary management practice.
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Table 1: Number of wolves removed from the Montana population. Human causes are in blue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th># Wolves</th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Missing</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
<th>Dispersed</th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Harvest</th>
<th>Total Gone</th>
<th>Total Wolves (for year)</th>
<th>Percent of Population Removed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>26.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Changes in the Montana wolf population throughout the year.
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